We present an adaptation of Voronoi theory for imaginary quadratic number fields of class number greater than 1. This includes a characterisation of extreme Hermitian forms which is analogous to the classic characterisation of extreme quadratic forms as well as a version of Voronoi's famous algorithm which may be used to enumerate all perfect Hermitian forms for a given imaginary quadratic number field in dimensions 2 and 3. We also present an application of the algorithm which allows to determine generators of the general linear group of an O K -lattice.
Introduction
The notion of perfect lattices (resp. quadratic form) first appeared in Voronoi's celebrated paper [Vor08a, Vor08b] , as part of the characterization of the lattices corresponding to locally densest regular sphere packings, the so-called extreme lattices. As pointed out in [Mar03, p.105 ], the concept is already visible in Korkine and Zolotareff's paper [KZ77] , as well as its relevance to packing density, although with no name associated to it. Maybe as importantly, Voronoi proved that there are finitely many perfect forms in a given dimension, up to integral equivalence, and described an algorithm to compute them. This part of Voronoi's theory has had numerous consequences. Indeed, Voronoi's algorithm not only computes perfect forms but builds a cellular complex that is acted on by GL n (Z). This observation is at the core of the (co)-homology computations for arithmetic groups developed by Ash [Ash84] , Soulé [Sou78] and others (a very comprehensive account on this beautiful topic can be found in Appendix A of [Ste07] written by Paul E. Gunnells).
An extension of these concepts to lattices over number fields is underlying Humbert's article [Hum49] , although no notion of perfection is considered there. Later, Koecher [Koe60, Koe61] undertook a vast generalization of Voronoi's theory which encompasses the case of positive definite quadratic forms (resp. lattices) over number fields. More recently, Watanabe [Wat00, Wat03] built a very general framework for Hermite-like functions over algebraic groups, including the classical Hermite function of Euclidean lattices, viewed as a function on GL n (A Q ), the adelic general linear group. When applied to GL n (A K ), K a number field, Watanabe's theory gives rise to a theory of lattices over number fields which is in general substantially different from that of Koecher, but coincides with it in the case of imaginary quadratic fields, to which we restrict in this paper. Watanabe's theory is formulated in an adelic language, but for the general linear group over a number field, it can be translated in terms of so-called Humbert forms and projective modules over Dedekind domains (see [Cou04] ). This is the approach we adopt here (see section 2 for details). While the adelic setting provides much more uniform formulations and statements (for instance, there is no need for a distinction between free and non-free lattices with the adelic point of view), it is certainly not well-suited for computations, which are the main concern of this paper.
To be more precise, we study the notion of Hermitian perfect forms over an imaginary quadratic field K = Q( √ −d), where d is a square free positive integer, and give complete classification results in dimension 2 and 3 over fields of small discriminant. The main technical ingredient is an adaptation of the Voronoi algorithm which we explain in section 4. One main difference with the classical situation (over Z), is that one has to take into account the non-principality of the ring of integers O K . This leads to define one Hermite function for each type of O K -lattice, which are in one-to-one correspondence with the ideal classes of K (see section 2), and run the algorithm separatly for each of those. The computational results are presented in section 6. A more detailed account, including the code used to perform the computations with MAGMA [BCP97] is available at http://www.math.rwth-aachen.de/~Oliver.Braun/perfect.html We have to mention that similar computations have already been carried out by Yasaki in [Yas10] , but only for free lattices, and with a slightly different definition of the Hermite function.
In section 5, following a general strategy described by Opgenorth in [Opg01] , we show how to use Voronoi graphs of perfect hermitian forms to compute generators of groups of the type G = GL(O procedure described there presupposes an explicit description of a fundamental domain for the action of G on the three-dimensional upper half-space H = C × ]0, ∞[, which can be obtained in general using an algorithm due to Swan [Swa71] (see [RF11] for examples of implementation). In comparison, our method does not rely on any a priori description of a fundamental domain, and can be applied to any dimension n. It would thus theoretically have a wider scope.
Most of the results presented in this paper originate from the first author's bachelor thesis, written under the supervision of Professor Gabriele Nebe at RWTH Aachen University. The first author would like to thank her for her support and would also like to acknowledge the support of Bertrand Meyer during the completion of the thesis.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, K/Q will be an imaginary quadratic number field. For the remainder of this article we shall fix an embedding K ֒→ C so that, by abuse of notation, we can write K ⊆ C. We denote by O K the integral closure of Z in K, by Cℓ K the ideal class group of K, of cardinality h K , and we let a 1 , ..., a h K be a set of representatives of the ideal classes which are chosen to be integral and of minimal norm.
By Z n , Q n , K n etc. we mean sets of row vectors with n entries. As usual, we denote by A * the conjugate transpose of a matrix with complex entries, a square matrix being Hermitian if it equals its conjugate transpose. The set H n of Hermitian n × n-matrices, equipped with the scalar product
is a Euclidean vector space of dimension n 2 over R, which we identify with the set of Hermitian forms on C n . The cone of positive definite Hermitian forms then corresponds to the cone H + n of positive definite Hermitian matrices in H n .
For A ∈ H n and x ∈ K n we set A[x] := xAx * . 
Note that a lattice c 1 ⊕ ... ⊕ c n is isomorphic to a lattice of the form O n−1
K ⊕ a i is a complete set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of O K -lattices, if i ranges from 1 to h K .
For a lattice L = c 1 e 1 ⊕ ... ⊕ c n e n in K n and a Hermitian form A on K n we have the following definitions which are cited from [Cou04] 
n , which may be interpreted as a "g.c.d. of the coefficients of x". Then we define the minimum, determinant and Hermite invariant of A with respect to L respectively as
Remark 2.3. Note that for A ∈ H + n , α ∈ R >0 and U ∈ GL(L) we have
Remark 2.4. An important feature of formula (1), to be used repeatedly, is the fact that for any x ∈ L − {0} and α ∈ K * , one has
Consequently, for a given form A, the map x →
A[x]
N (ax) may be viewed as a function on the projective space P(K n ). Also, when n = 2, the 3-dimensional hyperbolic space [Men79, Flo83, RF11] and [EGM98, chapter 7] ). In this setting, the quantity
N (ax) measures the hyperbolic distance from the point A ∈ H + 2 to the cusp associated to x.
The following lemma is easily verified.
This lemma shows that it is sufficient to calculate the constants γ i := γ L i for the lattices
which we call the (n-dimensional) Hermite Constant of the field K.
Note that in the case K = Q this definition of Hermite's constant coincides with the traditional definition from the theory of Z-lattices.
In order to determine min L i (A) we can use the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6.
Proof: The first equality is clear. As for the second one, we note that for any x ∈ L i − {0}, there exist j ∈ {1, . . . , h K } and α ∈ K * such that a j = αa x = a αx , and we can conclude using the equality
N (aαx) .
Perfection and Eutaxy
In this section we will define appropriate generalisations of the concepts of perfection and eutaxy from the Voronoi theory of Z-lattices so that we can characterize extreme Hermitian forms.
In order to develop this characterization we need a suitable notion of shortest vectors of a Hermitian form A. Since
for all x ∈ L and all 0 = α ∈ O K (even for all α ∈ K * ), rather than vectors in L, we will consider their images in the projective space P(K n ). We will make use of the following lemma :
Lemma 3.1. For any positive constant C, the set
is finite, where the equivalence relation ∼ on L i is defined by
Proof: There is an injective map from the set {x
Definition 3.2. The set of minimal vectors of A with respect to L i is the finite set
that is if the matrices x * x , as x runs through S i (A), span the whole R-vector space of Hermitian n × n-matrices. We call A γ i -eutactic if for every x ∈ S i (A) there is a λ x ∈ R >0 such that
We say that A is γ i -extreme if it is a local maximum of the function γ L i .
Note that γ i -perfection is a property of the equivalence classes in
As is the case in classical Voronoi theory of Z-lattices, γ i -perfection entails the following properties which may be proven analogously, see for example [Mar03] .
The finiteness, up to GL(L i )-equivalence, of the set of γ i -perfect forms, which in the case K = Q was first proved by Voronoi in [Vor08a] , will turn out to be crucial. In our context, the precise statement, for which we may refer to [Mey09] , is as follows
Proof: this is a particular case of [Mey09, Proposition 3.10 (1)], the proof of which essentially relies on Humbert reduction theory [Hum49] , an alternative to Hermite reduction theory in the more general setting of O K -lattices.
As in classical Voronoi theory over Z we have the following result which may be proved by adapting the methods from [Mar03, Chapter 3]. Again, this can also be viewed as a particular case of Meyer's general result [Mey09, Theorem 3.9] Theorem 3.7. A is γ i -extreme if and only if it is γ i -perfect and γ i -eutactic.
The following theorem will provide a way to simplify the calculation of the Hermite constant γ n,K . 
Then the following are equivalent :
Proof: Consider an arbitrary A ∈ H + n . We will show γ L (A) = γ pL (A). Let x = n j=1 x j e j ∈ pL, we then have
N (ax) only depends on the "direction" of x, i.e. the K-subspace it generates, and because any lattice L in K n contains vectors of any given direction.
It is also easily verified that we have γ L (A) = γ L (A).
Theorem 3.7 now implies that perfection of A over L and pL is equivalent and that this is also equivalent to perefection of A over L because the local maxima of Hermite's function are perfect Hermitian forms.
Note that all significant invariants of A over L and pL and of A over L are identical because of the equality GL(L) = GL(pL) and the isomorphism GL(L) ∼ = GL(L). Furthermore we have the equality
so that in order to determine γ n,K , we need only to consider the lattices O n−1 K ⊕ c, where c runs over a set of representatives of Gal(K/Q)\Cℓ K /Cℓ n K .
The following example illustrates the simplification in the process of determining γ n,K .
Example 3.9. Let K/Q be a number field with cyclic ideal class group,
Then the subgroup of all n th powers in Cℓ K is of order
, so that the quotient group Cℓ K /Cℓ n K is cylic of order gcd(h K , n). Therefore, in this case, in order to calculate γ n,K instead of h K lattices we need only to consider gcd(h K , n) lattices.
The Voronoi-algorithm
In this section we will present an adaptation of Voronoi's algorithm to the situation of an imaginary quadratic number field. As in the classical case the algorithm enumerates all γ i -perfect Hermitian forms. In addition we obtain a face-to-face tesselation of the cone of positive definite Hermitian forms H + n .
Definition 4.1. Let A ∈ H n be positive definite. The γ i -Voronoi domain of A is the convex closed cone
where H + n is the cone of positive semi definite matrices.
Remark 4.2. We note that A ∈ H + n is γ i -perfect if and only if V i (A) has non-empty interior (in H n ), or equivalently, if and only if V i (A) is not contained in any hyperplane of H n . Note also that the relative interior of
In what follows, we use the term facet to mean an (n−1)-dimensional face of a polyhedral cone.
Definition 4.3. Let A ∈ H + n be γ i -perfect and let S be a facet of the Voronoi domain V i (A). Then we call 0 = R ∈ H n a facet vector if
In other words, R is a facet vector of the facet S if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied :
This also shows that a facet vector can be chosen as the solution of a homogeneous system of linear equations with coefficients in K.
Theorem 4.4. For n ≥ 2 let A ∈ H n be γ i -perfect and let S be a facet of V i (A) with facet vector R. Then R is indefinite and there is a lattice vector x ∈ L i satisfying R[x] < 0.
Proof: Assume that R is not indefinite. Since R[x] ≥ 0 for all x ∈ C n we have
The righthand side of (2) is a d-dimensional subspace of C n for some d < n. This implies that v * v | Trace(v * vR) = 0 ≤ H n is a subspace of dimension at most
However, S is a subspace of dimension n 2 − 1 which is generated by v * v, where v runs through a set of isotropic vectors of R. This is a contradiction, therefore R is indefinite. Consequently, there exists x ∈ C n such that R[x] < 0. Since the map x → R[x] is continuous and K n ⊆ C n is a dense subset, we obtain a vector y ∈ K n satisfying R[y] < 0. So we can also find a lattice vector in L i with the same property.
Theorem 4.5. For A 1 , A 2 ∈ H + n the following statements hold.
2. If a Hermitian form is contained within the interior of the γ i -Voronoi domain of a perfect form, then it cannot be contained in the γ i -Voronoi domain of any other perfect form.
Proof: This is a simple adaptation of [Mar03, Theorem 7.1.12].
Voronoi's algorithm is mainly based on the following theorem.
Theorem 4.6. Let A ∈ H + n be γ i -perfect and let R be a facet vector associated with the facet S of V i (A).
Then there is exactly one ρ ∈ R >0 such that the following properties hold.
2. S i (A t ) = S if 0 < t < ρ.
For negative values of t A t is not positive definite or min
A and A ρ are the only γ i -perfect forms whose Voronoi domains contain S.
Proof: There exists x ∈ L i such that R[x] < 0. So A t is indefinite provided that t is sufficiently large. Put
Note that ρ > 0. Now let 0 < t < ρ. Then we have min L i (A t ) ≥ m and since R[x] = 0 for all x ∈ S equality holds. Therefore we can also conclude S ⊆ S i (A t ). For y ∈ S i (A t ) assume R[y] < 0. Then for all t ′ > t
Analogously we obtain this inequality for all t ′ < t if we assume that R[y] > 0. In conclusion we have R[y] = 0 and therefore y ∈ S. Since {x * x | x ∈ S} generates a hyperplane in H n we see that A t is not γ i -perfect, which proves assertions 1 and 2.
In order to prove 3. consider y ∈ S i (A) − S for t < 0. Then we have R[y] > 0 and
With regard to the fourth statement choose y ∈ S i (A ρ ) such that R[y] < 0. Such a choice is possible because min L i (A t ) < min L i (A) for all t > ρ. In this situation x * x | x ∈ S ∪ {y} R = H n and A ρ is γ i -perfect. Now consider another γ i -perfect Hermitian form A ′ whose Voronoi domain contains S. We certainly have
Definition 4.7. The γ i -perfect Hermitian form A ρ from the previous theorem is called the contiguous form to A (through the facet S).
With regard to the implementation of the algorithm note that ρ in Theorem 4.6 is a rational number, provided that min L i (A) ∈ Q and the associated facet vector is chosen from K n×n . Now Theorem 4.6 constitutes a major part of the desired algorithm, provided one knows a γ i -perfect form with which to use that theorem. The following lemma, which can be proven analogously to 4.6, provides a way to find a first γ i -perfect form.
Lemma 4.8. Let A ∈ H n be positive definite but not γ i -perfect and R ∈ V i (A) ⊥ . Put
If t > ρ then A t has smaller minimum than A or A t is not positive definite anymore.
This lemma shows that we may choose an arbitrary positive definite Hermitian form. If it is not γ i -perfect we can apply the above process repeatedly until we obtain a perfect form, since the dimension of the subspace spanned by the Voronoi domain will strictly increase in every step.
Definition 4.9. The Voronoi graph of the lattice L i is the graph whose vertices are the classes of γ i -perfect Hermitian forms in R >0 \H n / GL(L i ). Two vertices are connected by an edge whenever the respective classes contain contiguous perfect forms.
Counting the number of facets for each Voronoi domain, the Voronoi graph can be made into a weighted directed graph.
The following theorem shows that Theorem 4.6 can indeed be used to formulate an algorithm which produces a complete list of the γ i -perfect forms.
Theorem 4.10. The Voronoi graph is a finite connected graph.
Proof:
The finiteness is shown in Theorem 3.6. Now let A and B be two γ i -perfect Hermitian forms of equal minimum. Choose an interior point T ∈ V i (B). If T ∈ V i (A), then A = B by Theorem 4.5.
Otherwise there is a facet vector of A such that Trace(T R) < 0. Define A 1 to be the contiguous form to A through the facet defined by R. Then Trace(A 1 T ) < Trace(AT ).
Either now we have T ∈ V i (A 1 ) or we can repeat the above method, diminishing Trace(A i T ) for each new A i obtained by this process. However, this process must be finite by [Mar03, 7.3 .2], so that there is indeed a finite sequence of contiguous forms A 0 = A, A 1 , ..., A r = B.
Implementation
The algorithm can be implemented taking recourse to the algorithms implemented for Zlattices in Magma [BCP97] combined with the program QHull [BDH96] , which calculates the facets and facet vectors of the considered Voronoi domains. We may obtain the Gram matrix of a Z-lattice from a Hermitian form A with the so-called trace form.
Definition 4.11. Let A ∈ H n such that the entries of A are contained in K. L i is a free Z-module of rank 2n with basis B := (b 1 , ..., b 2n ). We then call
the trace form of A with respect to the basis B. In this case Tr K/Q denotes the field trace of K/Q.
The following theorem is well-known.
Theorem 4.12. Let a, b : K n × K n → K be two non-degenerate Hermitian forms on K n . For ϕ : K n → K n and all v, u ∈ K n the following are equivalent.
ϕ is Q-linear and Tr
Thanks to this theorem we can test equivalence of Hermitian forms by testing isometry of Z-lattices using the trace form and [PS97] .
We can now formulate the complete algorithm. 
2. Use Lemma 4.8 in order to determine a first γ i -perfect form. Add it to L i and to a list T i .
3. For every T ∈ T i determine the contiguous forms using Theorem 4.6. Check the contiguous forms for equivalence with all forms in L i using 4.12. Add new forms to L i and T i . Contiguous forms which are equivalent to a Hermitian form in L i may be ignored. Put T i := T i − {T } and repeat this step until T i = ∅.
Theorem 4.14. The above algorithm terminates and yields a complete list of all γ iperfect Hermitian forms.
Proof: This follows from Theorem 4.10. The finiteness of the graph implies that the algorithm terminates. Since the graph is connected the list L i of γ i -perfect forms is complete.
Remark 4.15. Since the study of n-dimensional perfect Hermitian forms leads to the study of 2n-dimensional perfect quadratic forms, the algorithm is, at present, only efficient up to dimension 3. In dimension 4 we will encounter the Z-lattice E 8 [HKN12] , whose Voronoi domain has 25075566937584 facets (see also [DSV07] ). Enumerating all perfect forms with the conventional Voronoi algorithm is therefore not feasible in dimensions greater or equal than 4.
An application of Voronoi's algorithm
In this section we present an example of how to apply the results from [Opg01] in order to obtain a set of generators for the group GL(L), where L is an O K -lattice. To our knowledge, this is the first example of a general procedure which allows for the computation of such a group, in particular when L is non-free as a O K -module (see below for an explicit example). More specifically, we make use of the following theorem, which is a reformulation of [Opg01, Theorem 2.2] in our context, and is essentially a consequence of Bass an Serre's theory [Ser77] :
• a finite set L i of representatives of the γ i -perfect forms,
• the finite set M i of γ i -perfect forms not in L i that are contiguous, in the Voronoï graph, to a form in L i ,
It should be noted that the finite groups Stab GL(L i ) (P) may of course be calculated without having to calculate the whole group GL(L i ). In order to do so, we use P to construct a 2n-dimensional Z-lattice via the trace-form 4.11. We then use an algorithm which is based on [PS97] and which is implemented in Magma 2 [BCP97] to determine the finite matrix group which stabilizes the constructed lattice and the trace form matrix of ωP. From Theorem 4.12 it follows that this yields a group of O K -linear automorphisms which stabilize P, if we reduce the obtained 2n × 2n-matrices over Q to n × n-matrices over K by comparing the action of the matrices on vector space bases of K n and Q 2n .
Example 5.2. Concretely, we deal with the general linear group of the non-free lattice
− 1 , see Section 6 for a detailed exposition of the results of Voronoi's algorithm for this lattice. Note that in the case of a free lattice L there are other methods to obtain generators of GL(L), see [EGM98, Bia92] . To our knowledge, no such computation has been done in the case of a non-free lattice. In addition, the approach presented here is easily adapted to lattices of higher dimension, the only restriction being the computational difficulty of studying the Voronoi domain and enumerating all neighbours of a given perfect form. Opgenorth's method may also be applied to all other lattices treated in Section 6.
In the present case there is just one perfect form, P = {P}. For every γ 2 -perfect form A = P which is contiguous to P, we determine U A ∈ GL(L 2 ) such that A = P[U A ]. Then, according to theorem 5.1, one has GL(L 2 ) = Stab GL(L 2 ) (P), U A | A contiguous to P .
In the concrete example we have P = . The stabiliser of P is isomorphic to C 3 ⋊ C 4 and it is generated by In conclusion, the ten matrices presented above constitute a set of generators of the group GL (L 2 ). The matrices were obtained by explicit calculations with [BCP97, BDH96] .
Remark 5.3. From this computation we also obtain an argument which shows that GL(L 2 ) ∼ = GL 2 (O K ). Otherwise, GL 2 (O K ) would contain a subgroup isomorphic to G := Stab GL(L 2 ) (P), the lattere being isomorphic to C 3 ⋊ C 4 . Consequently, G would fix a free O K -lattice, but the O K G-lattices in K 2 are all of the form cL 2 for some ideal c O K . Note that the O K -order generated by the matrices in G is of index 3 in the maximal order End O K (L 2 ). Nevertheless one computes (with Magma [BCP97] ) that the sublattices of L 2 of 3-power index are the same as for End O K (L 2 ).
6 Computational results
Dimension 2
An implementation of Algorithm 4.13 in Magma [BCP97] using QHull [BDH96] to treat the Voronoi domains produces the following computational results. The implementation is based on the implementation of Voronoi's algorithm in [Mey08] for the case h K = 1.
The following table presents some of the obtained results for the field K = Q( √ −d) and the lattice L = O K ⊕ a. The table also contains some important invariants, namely the determinant relative to L, the number of shortest vectors up to the relation ∼ as defined in Section 3, the number of facets of the Voronoi domain and the automorphism group of (L, P ), i.e. the group of O K -module automorphisms which fix P . Note that all Hermitian forms are scaled such that their minimum is equal to 1.
The occurring fields are ordered by the absolute values of their discriminants, since the calculated results suggest that the number of perfect Hermitian forms grows as the discriminant increases. However we do not know if this is always the case or why the number of perfect forms should increase with the discriminant. Note that in the case of K = Q( √ −23) we have Cℓ K ∼ = C 3 and therefore Cℓ K /Cℓ 2
Therefore, by virtue of 3.8, we merely consider the free lattice O 2 K .
For the above mentioned fields we obtain the following Hermite constants. For illustration, we present the Voronoi graphs for the field K = Q( √ −10). In the left one the underlying lattice is O 2 K , in the right one we work over O K ⊕ 2, √ −10 . The perfect forms in the graph are numbered in the order in which they appear in the above table. The marked vertex denotes the perfect form which realises the global maximum of Hermite's function. The arrows originating at a vertex P point to the perfect neighbours of P , the weight is the number of facets of V(P ) through which P and the respective perfect neighbour are contiguous. 
Dimension 3
This section is devoted to the results obtained in dimension 3. In this situation there are too many perfect Hermitian forms to list all Gram matrices in print. We therefore restrict ourselves to giving the numbers of perfect forms. Gram matrices can be obtained from http://www.math.rwth-aachen.de/~Oliver.Braun/perfect.html. We again rely on 3.8 in order to omit some cases. Over the field Q( √ −5) there are two inequivalent Hermitian forms which realise the global maximum of Hermite's function, over Q( √ −6) there are seven. In the case of Q( √ −15) the maximum is unique.
